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Abstract

RoofCalc System Overview

The Roof Savings Calculator was developed as an industryconsensus roof savings calculator for commercial and residential
buildings using whole-building energy simulations. It is built upon
the DOE-2.1E engine for fast energy simulation and integrates
AtticSim for advanced modeling of modern attic and cool roofing
technologies. An annual simulation of hour-by-hour performance is
calculated for the building properties provided based on weather
data for the selected location. Annual energy savings reported are
based upon heating and cooling loads.

Multivariate Visualization of Large-Scale Parameter Sweeps
By pulling together data from over 3 million simulation runs, the RSC Explorer visualization tool allows researchers to see their rich data space
through several interactive, linked views. Staring from the presented overview (green), the user can make focused selections (red) to see how
the simulations related to one another across multiple dimensions.
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Above, simulation runs from climate zone 2 and 6 have been selected in the
top and bottom visualizations, respectively. From here we can verify the
distribution of input parameters and identify the energy usage patterns.

Using the EVEREST PowerWall at ORNL, dozens of results were tiled
and reviewed by building scientists. They were able to see known
relationships in the data, make new hypotheses, and identify
potential software bugs.
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Several outlier simulations were separated by selecting abnormally high energy usage signatures in the heating time plots. From the parallel coordinates,
these focus simulations are shown to have both box building type and heat pump hvac units, which may indicate the reason for the heating problem.
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